
September 17, 2015 
 
 
To: Constitutional/Charter Officers Work Group 
 
Subject: Term Limits 
 
Unfortunately, I will not be able to attend the September 22nd meeting of the 
Constitutional/Charter Officers Work Group. Since term limits is on the agenda and will 
be discussed, I want to share my thoughts with the other Members. 
 
The current term limit of 4 terms (16 yrs) was recently put on the ballot and approved by 
Orange County voters. The decision to put 4 terms rather than 2 terms on the ballot was 
“negotiated” and coupled with another issue to make it more palatable for the voters. This 
has been confirmed by Mayor Jacobs and Commissioner Boyd. This alone is reason to 
give the voters another opportunity to vote on this issue.  
 
In my opinion, the majority of people who are against term limits are people in office, 
running for office or thinking about running for office.   
 
Term limits decrease reasons for office holders to use their office as a tool (flyers, the 
Property Appraisers hybrid cars, etc.) to increase their visibility and therefore increase 
their chances of getting re-elected.  
 
I believe most people want and would vote for term limits to be reduced to 2 terms. 
 
2 term limit would be consistent with Orange County Commissioners. 
 
It is difficult to beat an incumbent. 

• Earl K Wood is the classic example and the best example of why we should have 
term limits.   

• Martha Haynie has been in office since 1988.  
• Bill Cowles has been in office since 1996. 
• Lydia Gardner was in office from 2000 until 2012.  
• Richard Crotty was into his 3rd term when he was selected to be Mayor. My guess 

is he could have been Property Appraiser for as long as he wanted the job.  
• Kevin Beary had 4 terms before he was beaten by current Sheriff Demings.  

 
 
Term limits will encourage more people to run for office. 
 
Term limits will increase diversity of people and ideas. 
 
Term limits will increase the opportunity to have fresh ideas.  
 
Term limits will give incumbents less opportunity to outlive their usefulness. 



 
The reasons for putting term limits on the ballot far outweigh the reasons not to put them 
on the ballot.  
 
If I was able to attend the September 22nd meeting, I would vote in favor of term limits 
and forwarding the recommendation to the full CRC. 
 
Thank You, 
 
Pat DiVecchio 


